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We develop a simple model of defaultable debt and rational bubbles in the price of
an asset, which can be pledged as collateral in a competitive credit pool. When the asset
pledgeability is low, the down payment is high, and bubble investment is unleveraged, as
in a standard rational bubble model. When the pledgeability is high, the down payment
is low, making it easier for leveraged borrowers to invest in the bubbly asset. As loans
are packaged together into a competitive pool, the pricing of individual default risk
may facilitate risk-taking. In equilibrium, credit-constrained borrowers may optimally
choose a risky leveraged investment strategy – borrow to invest in the bubbly asset and
default if the bubble bursts. The model predicts joint boom-bust cycles in asset prices
and securitized credit.
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1 Introduction
This paper develops a tractable model of endogenously leveraged asset bubbles. The model
aims to address several policy-relevant question for economic theory: Under what conditions
might risky asset bubbles and risky debt end up on the balance sheets of agents who are
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more likely to default? Under what conditions do asset bubbles become leveraged (i.e., in-
vestment in the bubbly asset is financed by credit)? How do leveraged bubbly episodes differ
from unleveraged ones? These questions are motivated by a concern among economists and
policymakers that the boom and bust of leveraged asset bubbles can have serious macroe-
conomic consequences (see, e.g., Mishkin, 2008, 2009; Rajan, 2011; Greenspan, 2013; Mian
and Sufi, 2014; also see Jordà et al., 2015 for historical evidence supporting this notion).
To address these questions, we develop a simple model of leveraged bubbles, based on
the rational bubble framework à la Samuelson (1958), Diamond (1965), and Tirole (1985).
We introduce two types of households: borrowers and lenders. Households can extend credit
to each other. However, borrowers cannot commit to future repayment and thus need to
post collateral. If a borrower defaults, she loses fraction φ of the holding of the bubbly asset
that she pledged as collateral and a fraction of her endowment (as in the case of recourse
loans). Following many papers in the recent macro-finance literature (e.g., Boz and Mendoza,
2014 and Caballero and Farhi, 2015), we view an exogenous increase in this fraction φ as
a parsimonious representation of the consequence of the recent financial developments that
increased households’ ability to borrow against their housing wealth.
To capture the main features of a securitized debt market, we impose an assumption that
the borrowing and lending takes place via a competitive credit pool (Dubey et al., 2005).
Debt issued by different borrowers is pooled together and sold as shares to lenders. By
buying shares of the pool, lenders receive a pro rata share of the aggregated repayments (or
garnishments in the case of default) by borrowers, in a manner similar to an investor in the
securitized mortgage market. We assume that the pool is large so that individual borrowers
and lenders take the debt price and delivery rate as given.
Our results point to a strong role of asset pledgeability and credit pooling in shaping the
existence and characteristics of bubbly equilibria. When asset pledgeability is limited (φ is
small), any equilibrium bubble is unleveraged: lenders buy the bubbly asset using their own
funds, and the bubbly episode is not associated with a credit boom, as in a standard rational
bubble model. Figure 1a illustrates an unleveraged bubbly equilibrium.
A contrasting set of results prevails when the bubbly asset is highly pledgeable (φ is
high). In that scenario, any equilibrium bubble must be leveraged, as borrowers find an
attractive return from leveraged investment (i.e., buying the bubbly asset using debt that is
backed by the asset itself). The high pledgeability reduces the down payment for borrowers
and the opportunity to default when the bubble bursts allows borrowers to shift some of
the downside risk of bubble investment to lenders. In a standard bilateral loan contract,
the price of debt (or equivalently, the interest rate) would internalize this shifting of risk.
However, when loans are packaged together into a competitive credit pool, individual default
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(a) Unleveraged bubble. (b) Leveraged bubble.
Figure 1: Bubble market participation and credit market interactions.
risks are also pooled together, facilitating the shifting of risk from borrowers to lenders. In
fact, we show that when the pledgeability of the bubbly asset is high, any bubbly episode
in equilibrium must be associated with leveraged investment and an expansion of lending in
the credit pool. Hence, a distinguishing characteristic of leveraged bubbly episodes is that
they come with default risk: when the bubble collapses, it is optimal for debtors to default,
because then the value of their collateral falls below the face value of their debt. Figure 1b
illustrates a leveraged bubbly equilibrium.
Our results also imply that the upper bound on the risk of bursting for a bubble to exist
in equilibrium is more relaxed when the asset pledgeability is high. In other words, our
model predicts that leveraged bubbles can be riskier than unleveraged ones. It also predicts
that very risky bubbles can only exist if they are leveraged.
Our theory thus predicts that the combination of credit pools and a high degree of bub-
bly asset pledgeability can facilitate the emergence of highly risky bubble episodes. One
interpretation of the implication is that “easy credit,” loosely defined as lax down payment
requirements combined with the packaging of risky loans into securitized credit pools, not
only facilitates asset bubbles and credit booms, but can also change the nature of asset bub-
bles from unleveraged to leveraged. Furthermore, in a leveraged bubbly episode, the risky
bubbly asset ends up in the hands of agents who are prone to defaulting (the borrowers in
our model). These predictions are qualitatively consistent with the narratives of the recent
leveraged bubble episode in the U.S., which experienced a boom in securitized mortgage and
debt-financed homeownership, following a period of drastic financial innovation and deregu-
lation (Cooper, 2009 and Mian and Sufi, 2011, 2014). When asset prices began to falter in
2006, the credit boom turned into a bust, with widespread default and foreclosures (Mian
and Sufi, 2009 and Barlevy and Fisher, 2011). Other leveraged bubble episodes in recent
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history that began with periods of easy credit and ended with financial crises include those
in Japan in the 1980s and early 1990s, in East Asian economies in the period leading up to
the East Asian crisis, and in Ireland in the 2000s.1
Related literature. Our paper mainly relates to the literature on rational bubbles, which
builds on the seminal contributions of Samuelson (1958), Diamond (1965), and Tirole (1985).
It relates in particular to the modeling of stochastic bubbles by Weil (1987).2 Most relevant
is the recent stream of rational bubble models with financial frictions, such as Kocherlakota
(2009), Miao et al. (2011; 2014; 2015), Arce and López-Salido (2011), Farhi and Tirole (2012),
Martin and Ventura (2012; 2016), Aoki and Nikolov (2015), Zhao (2015), Basco (2016), and
Hirano et al. (2015; 2016). Our work is closest to Miao and Wang (2011) and Martin
and Ventura (2016), who also consider the possibility that bubbly assets provide collateral
value to credit-constrained agents. Unlike us, however, they do not allow for equilibrium
default, which plays a key role in shaping the difference in characteristics between leveraged
and unleveraged bubbles in our framework. Furthermore, while they focus on the effects of
bubbles on aggregate investment and activity, we focus on the effects of asset pledgeability
on the existence of bubbles and on the profile of bubbly asset holders.
Existing papers that study leveraged bubbles and emphasize the role of risk shifting
include Allen and Gorton (1993), Allen and Gale (2000), Barlevy (2014), and Ikeda and Phan
(2016). A common assumption in these papers is that bubbly asset purchase is financed by
credit. Therefore, in these papers, bubbles are leveraged by construction and risk shifting
always occurs in equilibrium. In contrast, in our model, whether bubbles are leveraged and
whether risk shifting occurs are endogenous outcomes of the interaction between the asset
and credit markets and crucially depend on the degree of pledgeability of the bubbly asset.
This endogeneity allows us to jointly analyze and compare leveraged versus unleveraged
bubbly episodes.
To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to combine the rational bubbles
framework with the general equilibrium framework with default and credit pool as developed
by Dubey and Geanakoplos (2002) and Dubey et al. (2005). This combination allows our
paper to analyze the interaction between asset price bubbles and securitized debt.
1See Hunter et al. (2005) and Shioji (2013). See also Herring and Wachter (1999) for a narrative of the
role of financial deregulation in the boom-bust cycles of collateralized lending and asset prices in Japan and
Thailand. See Kelly (2009) and Connor et al. (2012) for narratives of the Irish bubble, including the role
of loose credit conditions (including to some extent securitization and loose regulations of banks) that may
have facilitated risky credit pools.
2For recent surveys of the literature, see Barlevy (2012), Miao (2014), and Martin and Ventura (2017).
For complementary approaches to rational bubbles, see Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003), Doblas-Madrid and
Lansing (2014) and references therein.
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Our paper borrows insights from the macroeconomic literatures on financial frictions
(Bernanke and Gertler, 1989; Kiyotaki and Moore, 1997; Aiyagari and Gertler, 1999). We
exploit the idea, notably present in Kiyotaki and Moore (1997), that limited enforcement
and collateral constraints can generate a feedback loop between credit and asset prices. The
main difference is that our model features equilibrium default. Our modeling of collateral
constraints with equilibrium default is related to the models of collateral general equilibria
(Geanakoplos, 1997; Geanakoplos and Zame, 2002; Simsek, 2013), except that we allow
for recourse loans. Our paper can also be related to several papers that study how an
asset’s pledgeability affects its market value (see, inter alia, Cipriani et al., 2012; Fostel and
Geanakoplos, 2012).
Finally, our paper provides a leveraged bubble theory that is motivated by and is largely
consistent with the empirical findings on bubbles and crises. Kindleberger and Aliber (2005)
and Mian and Sufi (2014) argue that asset price booms depend on the growth of credit, and
Jordà et al. (2015) find that leveraged bubbles in asset prices are more likely to be associated
with financial crises than unleveraged ones.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lays out the environment. Section
3 analyzes the bubbleless benchmark. Section 4 studies the unleveraged bubbly equilibrium,
while Section 5 studies the leveraged bubbly equilibrium. Section 6 provides discussions and
extensions, and Section 7 concludes. Proofs and detailed derivations are provided in the
appendix.
2 Environment
Agents and endowment: Consider an economy with overlapping generations and perfect
information. Time is discrete and infinite, denoted by t “ 0, 1, 2 . . . . There is a single per-
ishable consumption good. Each generation consists of a continuous unit mass of individuals,
whom we label borrowers (B), and a continuous unit mass of individuals, whom we label
lenders (L). Agents live for two periods, labeled young age and old age. Each agent of type
j P tB,Lu receives an endowment of ej0 when young and e
j
1 when old. We assume that
lenders can commit to repaying debt in the future, but borrowers cannot. Thus, borrowers
are naturally more prone to defaulting. (We relax this assumption in Section 6.)












1,t`1 respectively denote consumption in young and old age, and the discount
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factor has been normalized to unity. For simplicity, we assume endowment profiles given by
eB0 “ 0, e
B
1 “ 1 and eL0 “ 1, eL1 “ 0. This parametrization is a simple way to generate a
strong motive for borrowing and lending and allows for tractable closed-form solutions.3
Agents can trade in two markets: the bubbly asset market and the credit market. We
describe each of them below.
Bubbly asset market: We model bubbles in asset prices by following the conventional
approach of the rational bubble literature. We assume that there is a competitive market
where agents can trade (but cannot short-sell) a perfectly divisible and durable asset that is
available in a fixed unit supply. The asset is bubbly in the sense that it pays no dividend
but it may be traded at a positive price in equilibrium. As is standard in the literature (e.g.,
Kocherlakota, 2009; Martin and Ventura, 2012; Miao et al., 2014), we interpret the bubble as
representing the difference between the market price of an asset, such as land and housing,
and what could be considered its fundamental value, such as the net present value of land
or housing rents (see Section 6.2.2 for an extension that formalizes this point).
Bubbles are inherently fragile as they require a coordination in expectations across agents:
an agent is willing to buy the bubbly asset only if she expects to be able to resell it to someone
else in the future. To model this fragility, we follow Weil (1987) and assume that in each
period, the price of the bubbly asset can exogenously and permanently collapse to zero with
a constant probability π P p0, 1q. Formally, we denote the price of one unit of the bubbly
asset in period t by
P̃t ” ξtPt,
where Pt is the bubble price conditional on the bubble having not collapsed, and tξtu8t“0 is a
process of binary random variables representing whether the bubble persists (ξt “ 1) or has
collapsed (ξt “ 0), which satisfies:
Prpξt`1 “ 0|ξt “ 1q “ π
Prpξt`1 “ 0|ξt “ 0q “ 1.
The first equation states that if the bubble has not collapsed in period t, then it will collapse
in period t ` 1 with probability π. The second equation states that once the bubble has
collapsed, agents expect that it will not reemerge. In each period t, agents trade the asset
after learning the ξt shock. In each period, we call the state where the bubble persists the
good state and the state where it collapses the bad state. For simplicity, the bubble risk is
the only source of risk in the model. As is standard, we assume that all of the bubbly asset
3For more general parametrizations, our results can be obtained numerically. What is essential is that the
utility function is concave and the borrowers have a sufficiently steeper endowment growth than the lenders.
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belongs to the old generation at t “ 0.
Competitive credit pool: One of our main goals is to study the interaction between secu-
ritized debt and asset price bubbles, which arguably played an important role in the 2007
financial crisis. To model the pool of securitized debt, we follow the seminal approach of
Dubey et al. (2005). We think of mortgages as promises that borrowing homeowners sell
to banks, who then sell the promises to investors through mortgage pools in the financial
market. Banks play an intermediary role in verifying the credit limit of borrowers according
to the eligibility criteria specified by the pool and in collecting and transferring payments
from borrowers to shareholders of the pool. As in Dubey and Geanakoplos (2002) and Dubey
et al. (2005), we abstract away from this intermediary role of banks and instead focus on the
largely anonymous market interactions between the buyers (lenders) and sellers (borrowers)
through the credit pool.
Formally, we assume that borrowers and lenders cannot trade bilaterally but can trade
through an anonymous competitive credit pool. The pool is characterized by (i) a competitive
price, (ii) a garnishment rule, and (iii) a credit limit.
(i) Competitive price: A young borrower i can borrow by selling di ě 0 units of debt
into the pool, with each unit representing a promise to repay one unit of the consumption
good in the subsequent period (when she is old). A lender i can lend by buying li units
of promises from the pool. All trades take place in a competitive market where individual
buyers and sellers are so small that they take as given the market price q of each unit of debt
(or equivalently, the face-value interest rate 1{q). Of course, in equilibrium, the price that
clears the market will incorporate the credit limit, the default risk, and the garnishment rule
(specified below).
Note that this credit pool setup is very different from a setup in which borrowing takes
place via a bilateral interaction between a borrower and a lender, where the price of debt (or
equivalently, the face-value interest rate on a loan) is an explicit function of the amount that
the borrower borrows. This implies that the default risk of a borrower is not individually
priced but is instead priced only after it is pooled with the default risks of other borrowers
in the market. With this price-taking assumption, we have in mind situations where home-
owners can take out mortgages at interest rates that are relatively inelastic in the amount
of debt, as long as the amount conforms with the credit limit specified by the credit pool
(see point (iii) below). In Section 6.1, we show how the results change if instead borrowing
takes place via bilateral interaction and prices are elastic in the amount of debt (as in, for
example, the sovereign debt literature).
(ii) Garnishment rule: A borrower may choose to default on her promise. In the case of
default, we assume that a fraction D P p0, 1q of the borrower’s old-age endowment (which was
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normalized to one) and a fraction φ P r0, 1s of her holding of the bubbly asset are garnished
and distributed proportionally to the buyers of the promise. Thus, the actual repayment in
period t ` 1 of dit promises that are issued in period t by a borrower is a random variable
that depends on the price of the bubbly asset and is given by:
δ̃it`1 “ mintd
i
t, D ` φP̃t`1a
i
tu. (1)
Each buyer of promises in the credit pool receives a pro rata share of aggregated repay-










Given this delivery rate, lenders who buy into the credit pool do not need to know the
identity of the borrowers nor the quantities of their sales.
Remark: The fact that D ą 0 means debt has recourse, i.e., in the case of default,
borrowers lose not only the collateral, but also some of their income. This assumption will
be relevant in the leveraged bubbly equilibrium, as it implies that lending in the credit pool
and investing in the bubbly asset yield different payoff structures – the former still yields
a positive payoff in the state where the bubble collapses and borrowers default, while the
latter does not. The assumption is also consistent with the fact that much of mortgage debt
in the U.S. comes with recourse, as documented by Ghent and Kudlyak (2011).
(iii) Credit limit: We assume that each individual borrower i who participates in the
credit pool is subject to a credit limit:




dit ď D ` φPt`1a
i
t, (3)
where recall that Pt`1 is the price of the bubble conditional on having not collapsed. Lenders
know that each individual borrower is subject to this credit limit. One can interpret this
credit limit as being set by a regulator and being enforced by banks, which play the inter-
mediary role of buying promises from borrowers and then selling to investors but are not
modeled explicitly here. This credit limit rules out pathological equilibria in which borrowers
incur so much debt that they will always default in equilibrium. The assumption that agents
are subject to a credit limit while taking the price of debt as given is standard in the general
equilibrium models with credit pool of Dubey and Geanakoplos (2002) and Dubey et al.
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(2005). With this assumption, we have in mind, for example, the credit limits on conforming
mortgage loans.
Note that in the polar case where φ “ 0, the credit limit (3) reduces to the simple debt
limit in the standard general equilibrium models with incomplete markets of Bewley (1977),
Huggett (1993), and Aiyagari (1994). In the other polar case where φ “ 1 and D “ 0, the
credit limit corresponds to the credit limit on non-recourse loans that are often analyzed in
the collateral equilibrium literature (e.g., Geanakoplos, 2010; Geanakoplos and Zame, 2014).
Optimization problems: Taking prices as given, each borrower i chooses a portfolio of




















t, D ` φξt`1Pt`1a
B,i
t u,
and the credit limit (3).
Taking prices and the delivery rate as given, each lender j chooses a portfolio of bubbly





















Note that we have implicitly assumed in problem (4) that borrowers do not lend and in
problem (5) that lenders do not borrow. This is without loss of generality, because under
the parametrization of the endowment paths that we consider, borrowers never want to lend
and lenders never want to borrow in equilibrium.
Since our analysis focuses on symmetric and stationary equilibria featuring time-invariant
prices and symmetric allocations, we omit time subscript and individual superscripts from
this point onward.4
4As the model does not feature a state variable (like capital in the model of Tirole, 1985), the transitional
dynamics are very simple. The bubbly equilibria are saddle-path stable, and the only asymptotic bubbly
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Definition 1. A (stationary) competitive equilibrium consists of (time-invariant) portfolio
choices aB, aL, d, l, a price q per unit of debt in the credit pool, a delivery rate ∆̃, and a price
P of the unburst bubbly asset, which satisfy:
• Taking prices and delivery rate as given, the allocations (aB, d) and (aL, l) solve opti-
mization problems (4) of borrowers and (5) of lenders, correspondingly.
• Trades in the bubbly asset market clear: aB ` aL “ 1 if P ą 0;
• Trades in the credit pool clear: d “ l;
• Trades in the consumption good market clear: cB0 ` cB1 ` cL0 ` cL1 “ 2;
• The delivery rate satisfies (2);
The equilibrium is called bubbleless if P “ 0 and is called bubbly if P ą 0.
3 Benchmark: Bubbleless equilibrium
It is useful to start with the bubbleless benchmark. There always exists a bubbleless equi-
librium, where the price of the bubbly asset is P “ 0. In this equilibrium, as there is no
bubble, the credit limit for borrowers is simply d ď D and debt is thus risk-free. There are
two cases, depending on whether the borrowers’ credit limit binds.
3.1 Unconstrained borrowers
First, suppose that the recourse D is large enough that the borrowers’ credit limit does
not bind. Then it is straightforward to see that in the bubbleless equilibrium, lenders
and borrowers achieve perfect consumption smoothing: cB0 “ cB1 “ 1{2 “ cL0 “ cL1 . The
bubbleless economy thus achieves the first-best allocation. The (risk-free) interest rate is
1{q “ u1pcL0 q{u
1pcL1 q “ 1. The conjecture that the borrowers’ credit limit does not bind
is only verified if D ě 1{2. Hence, under that condition, since the economy exhibits dy-
namic efficiency, reflected in the fact that the interest rate is equal to the growth rate of
endowments, bubbly equilibria cannot exist.
equilibria (equilibria with positive price for tÑ8) are the stationary equilibria we describe in the paper.
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3.2 Constrained borrowers
Next, suppose that the recourse D is small enough that the credit limit binds in equilibrium.





Then it is straightforward to see that in equilibrium, the consumption profiles of lenders and
borrowers are given by:




cL0 “ 1´ qD, c
L
1 “ D,







This equation yields a unique solution, given by qnb “ 1{2D, where the subscript stands for






For the remainder of the paper, we will maintain assumption (6) so that the borrowers’ credit
limit binds in the bubbleless equilibrium. Under this assumption, the credit limit lowers the
interest rate below the growth rate of the economy, thus enabling the possibility of bubbles.5
4 Unleveraged bubbly equilibrium
We now study the possibility of a bubbly equilibrium where only lenders invest in the bubbly
asset. We call such a bubbly equilibrium unleveraged, as it is characterized by self-financed
investment in the bubbly asset by lenders. In an equilibrium of this kind, the bubbly asset
plays the standard role of an investment vehicle for agents who have a large demand for
savings (lenders in our model), as in Samuelson (1958), Diamond (1965), and Tirole (1985).
In the absence of bubbles, the supply of assets comes from borrowers, who issue debt through
the credit market. However, the presence of the credit limit constrains borrowers’ ability to
supply assets. The ensuing shortage of assets enables bubbles, which can arise to meet the
5In other words, the presence of credit limit can facilitate the existence of bubbles in economies that are
otherwise dynamically efficient. This is similar to the result in recent rational bubbles models, such as Miao
and Wang (2011), Martin and Ventura (2012), Farhi and Tirole (2012), and Hirano and Yanagawa (2016).
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savers’ excess demand for assets.
In the following, we construct an unleveraged equilibrium and argue that such an equi-
librium exists when (a) the interest rate in the bubbleless economy (Rnb from the previous
section) is sufficiently low, and (b) the pledgeability parameter φ of the bubbly asset in the
credit limit (3) is not too large, so that the bubbly asset has a low collateral value.
Since only lenders hold the bubbly asset in an unleveraged equilibrium, bubbly asset
holdings by borrowers and lenders must respectively be given by:
aB “ 0, aL “ 1. (8)
Hence, borrowers’ credit limit (3) reduces to d ď D. Under assumption (6), this credit limit
must bind.6 Equilibrium borrowing and lending must therefore be respectively given by:
d “ D, l “ ´D. (9)
Given the claimed bubbly asset and credit positions, the consumption profiles of borrowers
and lenders are respectively given by:
cB0 “ qD, c
B
1 “ 1´D. (10)






cL1,h ” P `D if bubble persists,
cL1,l ” D if bubble bursts.
(11)
It is apparent from these consumption expressions that the risk associated with the bursting
of the bubble is entirely held by lenders.
Since in an unleveraged bubbly equilibrium, lenders are the marginal holders of both the
credit security and the bubbly asset, the equilibrium prices q and P are determined by their
Euler equations. More precisely, they solve the system consisting of lenders’ Euler equation
for lending via the (risk-free) credit pool and lenders’ Euler equation for the (risky) bubbly
asset holdings:





Pu1pcL0 q “ p1´ πqPu
1
pcL1,hq. (13)
Given the logarithmic utility function, equations (12) and (13) yield the following unique
6If the credit limit did not bind, the borrowers’ unconstrained Euler equation for loans would require
d ě 1{2 ą D, leading to a violation of the credit limit.
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solution:








where the subscript U stands for ‘unleveraged.’
For these allocation and prices to indeed constitute a bubbly equilibrium, two conditions
need to be satisfied. First, the bubbly asset price PU must be positive. Second, individual
borrowers must not face an incentive to unilaterally deviate from their conjectured equi-
librium choices by leveraging up to purchase the bubbly asset. While the first condition
is familiar from the existing rational bubble literature, the second condition is novel and
results from the combination of credit pools and the possibility to pledge the bubbly asset
as collateral. We discuss these two conditions below.
First, from expression (14), PU is positive if and only if D ă p1 ´ πq{2. From equation
(7), this condition is equivalent to Rnb ă 1 ´ π. In other words, for an unleveraged bubbly
equilibrium to exist, the bubbleless economy must feature a sufficiently low interest rate –
lower than the growth rate of the economy adjusted by the bubble’s risk of bursting. Intu-
itively, for the such an equilibrium to arise, lenders must face a sufficiently severe shortage
of investment opportunities in the bubbleless world, where credit market frictions prevent
borrowers from fully absorbing the economy’s demand for savings. Equivalently, the condi-
tion places an upper bound on how risky an unleveraged bubble can be, i.e., π ă 1 ´ Rnb.
This is because if the bubble is too risky, then it is not attractive as a savings vehicle for
lenders and thus cannot arise in equilibrium.
Second, for the allocations and prices above to constitute an equilibrium, it must be
that any individual borrower does not have an incentive to unilaterally deviate from the
equilibrium strategy by investing in the bubbly asset market. To see why this possibility
matters, despite borrowers having a steeper endowment path than lenders, it is useful to
introduce the notion of the “leveraged return” from bubble speculation. Assuming that a
borrower exhausts her credit limit in young age and invests in the bubbly asset, it is optimal
for her to default in old age whenever the bubble collapses. For this borrower, a unit of bubble
investment therefore entails a down payment of p1´φqUqPU in young age and delivers payoffs
of p1 ´ φqPU in the good state and 0 in the bad state in old age. Thus, conditional on the
bubble surviving, the borrower enjoys a leveraged return of p1 ´ φq{p1 ´ φqUq, which is
always strictly larger than the unleveraged return of PU{PU “ 1, given that qU ą 1 from
(15). If φ ă 1{qU , then the leveraged return is increasing in φ and is strictly larger than
1. If φ ě 1{qU , then the leveraged return is effectively infinite and clearly dominates the
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unleveraged return, as the down payment is negative while the expected gain is positive.
The difference between the return rates of leveraged and unleveraged bubble investment is a
consequence of the credit pool: the (risky) debt issued by the deviating leveraged borrower
is pooled together with the (risk-free) debt issued by other unleveraged borrowers, who are
following the equilibrium strategy. Thus, the deviating borrower benefits from an “under-
pricing” of default risk.7 This may incentivize the borrower to follow the deviation strategy
if φ is sufficiently large.
Formally, using hats to denote deviation strategies and assuming a binding credit limit
d̂ “ D ` φPU â, an individual borrower’s deviation payoff is given by:
v̂ ” max
âą0
u pqUD ´ p1´ φqUqPU âq
looooooooooooomooooooooooooon
ĉB0







This compares with an equilibrium borrower payoff of:
vB ” upqUDq ` up1´Dq. (16)
In the appendix, we show that v̂ is increasing in the pledgeability parameter φ, and vB ě v̂
if and only if φ ě φ, where:8
φ ” D
p2´ πq p1´ 2Dq ` π2
p2D ` πq p1´ 2D ` πDq
. (17)
We thus have the following result:
Proposition 1.
1. Any unleveraged bubbly equilibrium (i.e., a bubbly equilibrium where only lenders invest
in the bubble), if it exists, is uniquely characterized by equations (8) to (15).
2. The unleveraged bubbly equilibrium exists if and only if two conditions are satisfied:




ă 1´ π (18)
7The under-pricing is relative to the benchmark where loans are not pooled (Section 6).
8As long as the low interest rate condition Rnb ă 1 ´ π is satisfied, it is straightforward to verify that
φ P p0, 1q.
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(b) and the pledgeability parameter of the bubbly asset is not too high:
φ ď φ, (19)
where φ is defined in (17).
Proof. Appendix A.1.
Remark 1. For simplicity, we have assumed that the shares of lenders and borrowers are
equal. It would be straightforward to allow for these shares to be given by θ P p0, 1q and
1 ´ θ, respectively. In this case, the condition Rnb ă 1 ´ π would still apply, but the
equilibrium bubbleless interest rate would be given by Rnb “ 2θ{p1 ´ θq. A higher θ would
imply a higher demand for assets (supply of savings) in the bubbleless equilibrium, leading to
a lower interest rate and thus an environment that is more prone to the existence of bubbles.
5 Leveraged bubbly equilibrium
We now analyze the possibility of an equilibrium where borrowers also invest in the bubbly
asset (aB ą 0). We call this bubbly equilibrium leveraged, as it is characterized by the
investment in the bubbly asset by borrowers that is (in parts) financed by credit.
The following result establishes that in a leveraged bubbly equilibrium, borrowers’ credit
limit must bind. The intuition is that, given the steep endowment path of borrowers and the
assumption that the fundamental collateral D is small (D ă 1{2), it would be suboptimal
for a borrower to buy the bubbly asset but not take advantage of its collateral service.
Lemma 1. In any bubbly equilibrium where aB ą 0, the credit limit (3) must bind for
borrowers.
Proof. Appendix A.2.
In the following, we construct a leveraged equilibrium, and argue that such an equilibrium
exists when (a) the interest rate in the bubbleless economy is sufficiently low, and (b) the
pledgeability parameter φ of the bubbly asset in the credit limit (3) is large enough, so that
the bubbly asset has a high collateral value.
Given Lemma 1, the representative borrower’s equilibrium debt position is given by
d “ D ` φPaB, (20)
where P again denotes the equilibrium price of the bubbly asset in the good state where the
bubble persists. Equation (20) necessarily implies that there must be default in equilibrium.
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This is because the collapse of the bubble precipitates non-repayment from “underwater”
borrowers, who find the face value of their debt d exceeding the cost of default D.
Market clearing conditions imply that the representative lender’s bubbly asset holding
and net lending position are given by:
aL “ 1´ aB, l “ ´d. (21)
Given the portfolios and default decisions, the consumption profiles of borrowers and lenders
are respectively given by:









cL0 “ 1´ Pa
L






cL1,l ” ∆l d
(23)
where the delivery rate on debt ∆ is 100 percent in the good state and only partial in the











Hence, unlike in the unleveraged bubbly equilibrium, the risk associated with the bursting
of the bubble is held by both lenders and borrowers.
By substituting the expression for debt (20), the consumption for borrowers in (22) can
be rewritten as:









The borrowers’ first-order condition with respect to the bubbly asset holding is thus:
p1´ φqqPu1pcB0 q “ p1´ πqp1´ φqPu
1
pcB1,hq.
Intuitively, under the leveraged investment strategy, the down payment per unit of asset
for borrowers is p1 ´ φqqP . In the good state where the bubble persists (which happens
with probability 1 ´ π), the marginal payoff net of debt repayment is p1 ´ φqP . However,
in the bad state where the bubble collapses (which happens with probability π), borrowers
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default and get a marginal payoff of zero. Note that if borrowers could not default, then
the marginal payoff in the bad state would be ´φP . By canceling P from both sides of the
equation above, we get a simpler first-order condition:
p1´ φqqu1pcB0 q “ p1´ πqp1´ φqu
1
pcB1,hq. (26)










and their first-order condition with respect to the bubbly asset holding, along with the
complementary slackness condition on aL ě 0, is:
u1pcL0 q ě p1´ πqu
1
pcL1,hq, “ if a
L
ą 0. (28)
When (28) holds with strict inequality, only borrowers hold the bubbly asset in equi-
librium (aB “ 1, aL “ 0). We call a bubbly equilibrium fully leveraged if this is the case.
Otherwise, when (28) holds with equality, both borrowers and lenders hold the bubbly asset.
We call a bubbly equilibrium partially leveraged if this is the case.
By substituting the consumption profiles into the three first-order conditions (26), (27),
and (28), we get a system of three equations that determine the three unknown prices and
quantity P, q, and aB.
When do the allocations and prices above constitute a bubbly equilibrium? As in the
unleveraged case, there are two necessary and sufficient conditions. The first is a condition
for P ą 0, which requires the bubbleless interest rate to be sufficiently low. In the appendix,
we show that this condition is:




The second is a condition on the pledgeability parameter φ. Intuitively, for the borrowers
to take on the leveraged investment strategy, the down payment 1´ φq must be sufficiently
low. In fact, we can show that their holding of the bubbly asset aB is an increasing function
of φ, and aB is positive if and only if φ is above the threshold φ, as defined in equation (17)
of the unleveraged equilibrium section.
In the appendix, we show that as long as the two conditions above are satisfied, then each
borrower does not have an incentive to unilaterally deviate from the equilibrium strategy of
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leveraged investment. To see the intuition, suppose on the contrary that a certain borrower
i were to make a unilateral deviation and choose a portfolio such that she has no incentive to
default even in the bad state where the bubble collapses. Then, her individual borrowing is
effectively free from the risk of default. In a bilateral loan contract, the price of debt issued by
borrower i would rise relative to the prevailing equilibrium price (or equivalently, the interest
rate would decrease relative to the equilibrium interest rate) to reflect the lower individual
default risk. However, under the competitive credit pool, borrower i’s debt is pooled together
with the risky debt of the other borrowers and is thus given the same equilibrium price. In
other words, the safe debt unilaterally issued by borrower i is “under-priced” by the credit
pool, leading to a disincentive for the borrower to follow this deviation strategy. Hence, in
equilibrium, it is individually optimal for each borrower to follow the leveraged investment
strategy.
The existence conditions are formalized in the following proposition:
Proposition 2.
1. Any leveraged bubbly equilibrium (i.e., a bubbly equilibrium where aB ą 0), if it exists,
is uniquely characterized by equations (20) to (28).
2. The leveraged bubbly equilibrium exists if and only if two conditions are satisfied:








(b) and the pledgeability parameter of the bubbly asset is sufficiently high:
φ ą φ, (30)
where φ is defined in (17).
Proof. Appendix A.3.
Remark 2. In Appendix A.3, we further show that there exists φ such that when φ ě φ, the
bubbly equilibrium is fully leveraged (aB “ 1, aL “ 0), and when φ ă φ ă φ, the bubbly
equilibrium is partially leveraged (0 ă aB, aL ă 1). We will revisit this in the next section.
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5.1 Comparison of bubbly equilibria and comparative statics
As a corollary of proposition 2, we can show that the price of the bubbly asset, the amount
of debt, and the interest rate the amount of debt in a leveraged bubbly equilibrium are
necessarily higher than their counterparts in the unleveraged bubbly equilibrium. This is
because there is a stronger aggregate demand for the bubbly asset and for debt in the
leveraged bubbly equilibrium.
Corollary 1. Suppose that Rnb ă 1 ´ π, so that PU ą 0 and an unleveraged equilibrium
can exist for φ ă φ. Then a leveraged bubbly equilibrium (which exists for φ ą φ) features
(i) a higher bubble price, (ii) a larger level of credit, and (iii) a higher interest rate than an
unleveraged bubbly equilibrium (which exists for φ ď φ).
Proof. Appendix A.3.1.
Figure 2: Existence regions
Several interesting comparative statics results arise from Propositions 1 and 2. First, we
focus on parameter regions where bubbly equilibria exist. Figure 2 illustrates the regions
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in the φ and π plane where unleveraged bubbly equilibria exist and where leveraged bubbly
equilibria exist. These non-overlapping regions correspond to the set of parameters such that
φ ď φ and Rnb ă 1´ π for the existence of the unleveraged bubbly equilibrium (Proposition
1), and for the set of parameters such that φ ą φ and Rnb ă φ ` p1 ´ φqp1 ´ πqD for the
existence of the leveraged bubbly equilibrium (Proposition 2). Figure 2 also shows how the
existence region for the leveraged bubbly equilibrium consists of two sub-regions: the region
above the curve φ “ φ that corresponds to the existence region for the fully leveraged bubbly
equilibrium, and the region below the curve that corresponds to the existence region for the
partially leveraged bubbly equilibrium (recall Remark 2).
Also as seen from the figure, for a fixed risk of bursting π, the leveraged bubbly equi-
librium exists if and only if the pledgeability parameter φ is sufficiently large. Similarly, a
larger φ is associated with a larger interval for π such that the leveraged bubbly equilibrium
exists.
An interesting observation is that leveraged bubbles can be riskier than unleveraged
ones. In particular, if π ą π ” 1 ´ Rnb, then there does not exist any unleveraged bubbly
equilibrium, but there can be a leveraged bubbly equilibrium as long as φ is sufficiently
large. Intuitively, in the unleveraged equilibrium, the investors in the bubbly asset market
internalize all the risk of the bubble, as the investment is financed by their own funds. On
the other hand, in the leveraged equilibrium, the leveraged investors do not fully internalize
all of the risk of the bubble, because their investment is financed with defaultable debt. We
summarize the discussion above as follows:
Corollary 2 (Existence regions).
1. For each vector of exogenous parameters, a bubbly equilibrium, if it exists, is unique.
If φ ď φ (low pledgeability), then the bubbly equilibrium is unleveraged (aB “ 0). If
φ ą φ (high pledgeability), then the bubbly equilibrium is leveraged (aB ą 0).
2. Leveraged bubbles tend to be riskier than unleveraged bubbles, in the sense that for each
φ, any bubbly equilibrium where the risk of bursting π exceeds π ” 1 ´ Rnb “ 1 ´ 2D
must be leveraged.
Proof. Immediate corollary of Propositions 1 and 2.
Going beyond existence conditions, Figure 3 provides numerical comparative statics of
equilibrium prices and quantities in the bubbly equilibrium when the pledgeability parameter
φ is allowed to vary. We set parameter values for π and D such that a bubbly equilibrium
always exists for any φ P r0, 1s.9 Recall from Corollary 2 that the bubbly equilibrium is
9In particular, we set parameters so that Rnb ă 1´ π, or equivalently 1´ 2D ă 1´ π.
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Figure 3: Equilibrium quantities and prices as functions of φ
unique, allowing us to plot endogenous variables aB, P , q, and d in the stationary equilibrium
as functions of the exogenous parameter φ.
As seen in the first panel, when φ is small, the bubbly equilibrium is unleveraged (aB “ 0),
but when φ is large, the bubbly equilibrium becomes leveraged (aB ą 0), and in general the
bubbly asset position of the representative borrower aB is weakly increasing in φ. The
borrowers’ higher demand for the bubbly asset at higher φ is associated with a higher price
of the bubbly asset, a higher level of debt, and a lower price of debt (or equivalently, a higher
face-value interest rate). As the figure shows, P and d are weakly increasing and q is weakly
decreasing in φ.10
6 Discussion and extensions
6.1 Individual-specific debt pricing
We have shown the main result that equilibria with risky leveraged bubbles can emerge
when individual debt contracts are pooled. In this section, we show how this result crucially
depends on the assumption of the credit pool.
Recall that under pooling, the market price of debt q (or equivalently the interest rate
1{q) only reflects the aggregated default risk across all borrowers. Now, we remove this
10When φ ă φ, the bubbly equilibrium is unleveraged, and a change in φ has no effect on equilibrium
prices or quantities, as implied from Proposition 1.
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assumption and instead assume that when an individual borrower i issues dB,i units of debt
that are backed by ai units of the bubbly asset, she faces a price of debt qpdB,i, aB,iq (or
equivalently an interest rate 1{qpdB,i, aB,iq) that reflects the individual default risk of this
agent, as in the case of a bilateral loan contract between a bank and a borrower.11 The





qrf ” p1´ πqΛh ` πΛl if 0 ď dB,i ď D
p1´ πqΛh ` πΛl
D
dB,i
if D ă dB,i ď D ` φPaB,i
, (31)
where Λh and Λl are the stochastic discount factors of the lenders in equilibrium. In the first
case, debt is fully backed by the fundamental collateral and there is no risk of default; hence
the price of debt is given by the risk-free price qrf . In the second case, debt is backed by the
bubbly collateral and there will be default when the bubble collapses; hence the price of debt
is given by p1´ πqΛh ` πΛl DdB,i , where D{d
B,i is the recovery rate in the case of default. We
continue to impose the assumption that the promised repayment is bound by the maximum
value of the collateral asset plus recourse: dB,i ď D ` φPai.
The definition of an equilibrium is similar to before, except that the price of debt is
given by the expression above, and the optimization of the representative borrower takes






















t, D ` φξt`1Pt`1a
B,i
t u
dit ď D ` φPt`1a
B,i
t .
We will show that under this setup, the leveraged bubbly equilibrium will not exist except
when φ “ 1 (maximum pledgeability). When φ “ 1, the leveraged bubbly equilibrium is
payoff equivalent to the unleveraged bubbly equilibrium.12
Proposition 3 (No credit pool).
11This pricing of debt is also similar the pricing of debt issued by governments in the sovereign debt
literature.
12This result is related to Fostel and Geanakoplos (2015), who find that in a similar environment where
there is no credit pool, the equilibrium with default is payoff equivalent to the equilibrium without default.
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1. Suppose φ ă 1. Then there is a unique bubbly equilibrium. This equilibrium is unlever-
aged, as borrowers do not buy the bubbly asset (aB “ 0).
2. Suppose φ “ 1. Then there exist two bubbly equilibria: an unleveraged equilibrium
where aB “ 0, and a leveraged equilibrium where aB “ 1. The two equilibria are payoff
equivalent, i.e., they yield the same consumption profiles for borrowers and savers.
Proof. Appendix A.4.
In other words, this result shows that the existence of the leveraged bubbly equilibrium
crucially depends on the assumption of the credit pool. Without the credit pool, the price
of debt reflects the default risk of each individual borrower’s portfolio. This effectively rules
out the incentive for borrowers to undertake the leveraged investment strategy.
Similarly, our leveraged bubbly equilibrium results would not arise under a richer asset
market structure allowing for multiple credit pools with different credit limits. Intuitively,
multiple credit pools would allow a sorting of borrowers similar to that induced by the
bilateral loan contracts analyzed in this section, thus eliminating the under-pricing of safe
debt characteristic of our single credit pool framework. This suggests that the pooling of
different types of credit risks is important for the existence of leveraged bubbles.
6.2 Extensions
6.2.1 Lenders can default
So far, we have assumed that lenders can perfectly commit to not defaulting. We relax this
assumption in this section and show that as long as the savings of lenders can be seized in
the case of default, then it is never optimal for lenders to default in equilibrium. Intuitively,
unlike borrowers, lenders have high endowment when young but low endowment when old,
and thus they have a high marginal utility of consumption in old age. Should a lender default
in the bad state, as her savings will be seized, the consumption would be very low, generating
a very low utility.
Formally, we assume that in the case where lenders default, a fraction φs of their savings
(in addition to a fraction φ of their bubbly asset holdings and a fraction D of their old age
income) can be garnished. Below, we show that as long as φs is sufficiently high, lenders
will not have an incentive to default in any equilibrium. In particular, if we set φs “ 1, then
lenders would never want to default.
Taking prices as given, each young lender chooses a portfolio consisting of a units of the
bubbly asset, l shares of the credit pool (savings), and d units of debt issuance into the credit
pool (borrowing). Her borrowing is subject to the following credit limit: d ď φPa`φsl. Let
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∆l denote the recovery in the bad state when the bubble collapses.13 Then the associated
consumption profile is given by:
cL0 “ 1` qd´ pPa` qlq
cL1,h “ Pa` l ´ d
cL1,l “ ∆l ¨ l ´mintd, φs∆l ¨ lu
Consider the option of defaulting in the bad state for a lender. Her consumption in that
state would be cL1,l “ p1 ´ φsq∆l ¨ l. Thus, a higher pledgeability of savings φs would mean
a lower consumption in the bad state. A sufficiently high φs would substantially lower the
period utility lnpcL1,lq. In particular, if we set φs “ 1, then the lender would never want to
default, as the utility function severely punishes a zero consumption level.14
It is then straightforward to show that, given lenders’ endowment path and without
the incentive to default, lenders would choose their borrowing to be zero. Hence, their
optimization problem effectively reduces to the optimization problem (5) as described in the
main text.
6.2.2 Bubble attached to asset with fundamental value
In the main model, we have assumed for simplicity that the bubbly asset does not pay
any dividend. It is straightforward to extend the model to allow for a bubbly asset that
is attached to an asset with a fundamental value. We have in mind the case of a bubble
attached to a housing asset, which yields utility dividend. Our approach of modeling the
bubble attached to an asset with a fundamental value is similar to the standard approach
developed by Blanchard and Watson (1982). We acknowledge that while this approach is
tractable and appropriate for our analysis, it abstracts away from other important aspects of
housing bubbles, such as the distortions in factor allocations resulting from the construction
of additional dwellings during a housing bubble episode.
We continue to assume that there is a fixed unit supply of a perfectly divisible housing
asset. Each agent i derives additive utility from owning ai units of the asset: the agent’s
utility over consumption and asset holding is Upci0, ci1q`vpaiq, where for simplicity we assume
that v is a linear utility function. Appendix B.1 provides the derivations of the unleveraged
and leveraged bubbly equilibria, in a similar manner to that in Sections 4 and 5. As in the
main Propositions 1 and 2, it also derives the main implication that the bubbly equilibrium
13The recovery rate is 1 in the good state when the bubble persists, as under the credit limit above, it is
never optimal for lenders to default in the good state.
14More generally, the argument applies for φs sufficiently close to one.
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is unleveraged if the pledgeability parameter φ is low and is leveraged if it is high.
6.2.3 Investment
We have focused so far on an endowment economy. However, our main result about how the
credit pool facilitates leveraged bubbles applies to environments with investment as well. In
this section, we provide a simple modification of the current model to allow for investment.
The endowment profiles are as in the main model. However, assume for simplicity that
agents consume only in old age and are risk neutral. When young, agents can invest in
a production function fpkq. For tractability, we assume fpkq ” Akpζ ´ kq, where A is a
constant TFP term and ζ ą 2 is a constant. It is immediate that f is strictly increasing and
strictly concave for k P r0, 1s.











cBt`1 “ 1` ξt`1Pt`1a
B
t ´mintdt, D ` φξt`1Pt`1a
B
t u
and subject to the credit limit (3): dt ď D ` φPt`1aBt .






subject to budget constraints:
kLt ` ξtPta
L





where the delivery rate in equilibrium is given by (2).
Appendix B.2 provides (analytical) solutions to the model. It also shows that in the
unleveraged bubbly equilibrium, the bubble crowds out aggregate output, as some resources
are diverted away from productive investment and into bubble speculation. This is similar
to the crowd-out effect in standard rational bubble models à la Tirole (1985). On the other
hand, in the leveraged bubbly equilibrium, the bubble also has a crowd-in effect. This
is because the pledgeable bubbly asset allows borrowers to increase their borrowing and
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hence crowd-in their productive investment. This is similar to the crowd-in effect of bubbles
in recent models (see, e.g., Miao and Wang, 2012; Martin and Ventura, 2012; Hirano and
Yanagawa, 2016). There are parameter conditions under which the crowd-in effect dominates
the crowd-out effect. In this sense, among the two types of bubbly equilibria that can arise in
our model, the leveraged bubbly equilibrium appears to be more consistent with the stylized
observation that most bubble episodes are associated with investment booms.
7 Conclusion
We have presented a simple tractable general equilibrium model of endogenously leveraged
bubbles. The theory predicts that a high pledgeability of bubbly assets and the packaging
of debt into a competitive credit pool facilitates leveraged bubble episodes. In a leveraged
bubble episode, borrowers finance their purchase of risky bubbly assets with collateralized
loans from savers. When a leveraged bubble bursts, borrowers find themselves “underwater”
and optimally choose to default. Throughout history, the collapses of leveraged bubbles,
such as those experienced by Japan in the 1990s and the U.S. in the 2000s, have often been
associated with default and crises (e.g., Kindleberger and Aliber, 2005; Jordà et al., 2015).
The model presented in this paper provides a tractable framework in which the precursors
and consequences of such leveraged bubble episodes can be analyzed.
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A Appendix: Proofs
A.1 Proof of Proposition 1
We start by proving the first claim. An unleveraged bubbly equilibrium by definition requires
aB “ 0 and aL “ 1 (equation (8)). Since borrowers do not hold the bubbly asset, the
security pool is safe and the delivery rate is equal to 1 regardless of the state. Borrowers’
credit constraint d ď D must bind, for if it did not, their unconstrained Euler equation
for borrowing would require d ě 1{2 ą D. Equilibrium borrowing and lending must thus
be given by d “ D and l “ ´D (equation (9)). Given the portfolio positions, equilibrium
consumption must be given by the expressions in (11) and (10). Since lenders are the
marginal buyers of both the security and the bubbly asset, their Euler equations (12) and
(13) have to hold with equality. It is then straightforward to verify that with upcq “ lnpcq,
the system of equations (12)-(13) admits the unique solution provided in (14)-(15).
We now turn to the second claim. From the uniqueness derived in the first claim, it
follows that an unleveraged bubbly equilibrium exists if and only if the specified allocations
and prices constitute an equilibrium. This is the case if and only if two conditions are
satisfied.
First, by definition, the bubbly asset price must be positive, i.e., PU ą 0. From (14),
that this is the case if and only if D ă 1´π
2
, i.e., condition (18).
Second, for the conjectured equilibrium to be valid, it must be that there exists no
profitable deviation for agents. There is by construction no profitable deviation for lenders,
since lenders’ optimality conditions are satisfied at the conjectured equilibrium. We therefore
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derive a condition such that there is no profitable deviation for borrowers either. A borrower’s
equilibrium payoff is given by
vB “ upqUDq ` up1´Dq.
















We now proceed to show that we can assume without loss of generality that the borrower’s
credit constraint binds at an optimum, i.e., that d̂ “ D ` φPU â. To this end, we consider
two related sub-problems. In the first sub-problem, we constrain a borrower to issue debt in
the safe region (0 ď d̂ ď D). In the second sub-problem, we constrain a borrower to issue
debt in the risky region (D ď d̂ ď D ` φPU â). In the first case, we will argue that the
optimal choice is â “ 0 and d̂ “ D, which coincides with the conjectured equilibrium choice
and hence does not give rise to a profitable deviation. In the second case, we will argue that
the optimal choice necessarily features d̂ “ D ` φPU â.
















The FOCs, which are necessary and sufficient for an optimum, are given by
1
qU d̂´ PU â
ě p1´ πq
1
1` PU â´ d̂
, (A.1)
where the condition holds with equality if â ą 0, and by
qU
qU d̂´ PU â
ě p1´ πq
1





where the condition holds with equality if d̂ ă D. To show that an optimum necessarily
requires â “ 0, suppose instead that â ą 0, seeking a contradiction. In this case, the


























a contradiction. It follows that â “ 0. Next, to show that an optimum requires d̂ “ D,
suppose instead that d̂ ă D, seeking a contradiction. In this case, the borrower’s Euler
equation for the debt security in (A.2) must hold with equality, which requires d̂ “ 1{2, a
contradiction with the credit constraint d̂ ď D ă 1{2. It follows that d̂ “ D. Hence, the
solution to the first sub-problem is â “ 0 and d̂ “ D, which coincides with the conjectured
equilibrium choice and thus does not give rise to a profitable deviation.









1` PU â´ d̂
¯
` πu p1´Dq .
The FOCs, which are necessary and sufficient for an optimum, are given by:
1
qU d̂´ PU â
ě p1´ πq
1
1` PU â´ d̂
,
where the condition holds with equality if â ą 0, and by:
qU
qU d̂´ PU â
£ p1´ πq
1
1` PU â´ d̂
,
where the condition holds with ď if d̂ “ D, with “ if D ă d̂ ă D ` φPU â, and with ě if
d̂ “ D ` φPU â. To show that an optimum necessarily requires â “ D ` φPU â, we observe
that
qU
qU d̂´ PU â
ą
1
qU d̂´ PU â
ě p1´ πq
1
1` PU â´ d̂
(A.3)
where the first inequality follows from the fact that qU ą 1. Therefore, a borrower’s deviation
15To establish the second inequality, we note that the numerator of the expression in the second line is
maximized with respect to π at π “ 1{2´D ą 0.
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payoff is given by
v̂Bpφq ” max
âě0
u pqUD ´ p1´ qUφqPU âq ` p1´ πqu p1´D ` p1´ φqPU âq ` πup1´Dq.
The FOC of this problem, which is necessary and sufficient for an optimum, is given by
1´ qUφ
qUD ´ p1´ qUφqPU â
ě
p1´ πq p1´ φq
1´D ` p1´ φqPU â
, with “ if â ą 0.
An interior solution is thus given by
â “
p1´ πq p1´ φq qUD ´ p1´ qUφq p1´Dq
p2´ πq p1´ qUφq p1´ φqPU
For this solution to be indeed interior, it must be that the numerator is strictly positive.











1´D ´ p1´ πqD
P p0, 1q.





pqUD ´ p1´ qUφqPU âq ´ p1´ πqu
1
p1´D ` p1´ φqPU âqs ą 0,





“ u pqUDq ` u p1´Dq “ v
B,
there is no profitable deviation (i.e., vB ě v̂Bpφq) if and only if φ ď φ (condition (19)).
A.2 Proof of Lemma 1
Suppose on the contrary that there exists an equilibrium with aB ą 0 (borrowers investing
in the bubbly asset) but the credit limit (3) does not bind for borrowers. Then the interior
first-order condition (FOC) with respect to the bubbly asset of borrowers is:
u1pcB0 q “ p1´ πqu
1
pcB1,hq. (A.4)
There are two possible cases, depending on whether the no short-sale constraint aL ě 0
binds for lenders or not.
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Case 1: The constraint does not bind. Then the FOC with respect to the bubbly asset
for lenders is interior:
u1pcL0 q “ p1´ πqu
1
pcL1,hq. (A.5)




















which is a contradiction because 1`P
1´P
ą 1.
Case 2: The short-sale constraint aL ě 0 is binding. Then, only borrowers invest in the
bubbly asset: aB “ 1, aL “ 0. There are two sub-cases, depending on whether d ą D or
d ď D.
Sub-case 2a: d ą D. Then, there will be equilibrium default when the bubble collapses.
Then, the interior FOC with respect to debt of borrowers incorporates the default in the
bad state and is given by:
qu1pcB0 q “ p1´ πqu
1
pcB1,hq. (A.6)
The FOCs (A.4) and (A.6) of borrowers imply that q “ 1. By substituting q “ 1 and
eB0 “ 0, e
B












However, under assumption (6) that D ă 1{2, the right-hand side of the equation above is
larger than the credit limit, i.e., 1
2´π
` P ą D ` φP , for all φ ď 1. This is a contradiction.
Sub-case 2b: d ď D. Then, borrowers’ debt is fully backed by the fundamental collateral,
and there is no default even when the bubble collapses. The FOC with respect to debt of
borrowers is then:





And as debt is risk-free and lenders are not investing in the bubbly asset, the interior FOC
with respect to lending of the lenders is simply:




Furthermore, under this sub-case, as only borrowers invest in the bubbly asset and there is
no equilibrium default, the equilibrium consumption profiles must be:
cB0 “ e
B
0 ` qd´ P “ qd´ P,
cB1,h “ e
B
1 ´ d` P “ 1´ d` P,
cB1,l “ e
B









1 ` d “ d,
where we have substituted in the endowment profiles eB0 “ 0, eB1 “ 1 and eL0 “ 1, eL1 “ 0.
By substituting the consumption profiles into the interior FOCs (A.4) and (A.7) of the
borrowers and the interior FOC with respect to debt (A.8) of the lenders, we get a system























A.3 Proof of Proposition 2
Proof of the first claim. For the first claim, the only remaining element to prove is uniqueness
of the solution to the system (20) to (28). We distinguish the case of a fully leveraged
equilibrium (aB “ 1) from that of a partially leveraged equilibrium (0 ă aB ă 1).
In the case of a fully leveraged equilibrium, the prices q and P solve the system consisting
of the borrowers’ FOC for bubble holdings (26) and the lenders’ FOC for lending (27) with
aB “ 1 substituted in. Equation (26) uniquely determines q as an increasing function of P :
q “ fBpP q ”
1´D ` p2´ πq p1´ φqP
p1´ πq p1´ φqD ` φ r1´D ` p2´ πq p1´ φqP s
. (A.10)
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Meanwhile, (27) uniquely determines q as a decreasing function of P




The equilibrium prices are determined by the intersection of the two curves fBpP q and fLpP q
in the q ´ P plane and are therefore unique.
In the case of a partially leveraged equilibrium, the prices q, P , and allocation aB solve
the system consisting of the borrower’s Euler equation for bubble holdings (26), the lenders’
Euler equation for lending (27), and the lenders’ interior Euler equation for bubble holdings
– namely (28) with equality. Combining (27) and (28) delivers an expression for aB as a
function of P only:
aB “
2pD ` P q ´ p1´ πq
2P p1´ φq
(A.12)
Substituting this expression into (28) uniquely determines q as a decreasing function of P :









Meanwhile, substituting the same expression for aB into (26) uniquely determines q as an
increasing function of P :











Hence, as in the case of a fully leveraged equilibrium, the equilibrium prices PL and qL are
determined by the intersection of the two curves gLpP q and gB in the q ´ P plane and are
therefore unique.
Proof of the second claim. The allocations and prices as specified in the first claim constitute
an equilibrium if and only if (i) each borrower does not have an incentive to unilaterally
deviate, (ii) the bubble price is positive (P ą 0), and (iii) the implied bubble holdings are
admissible (0 ă aB ď 1).
We begin by showing that, taking prices as given, no borrower has an incentive to deviate
from the equilibrium allocation described in our first claim by pursuing an unleveraged
investment strategy. A borrower’s equilibrium payoff is given by
vB ” u
`





1´D ` p1´ φqPLa
B
˘
` πu p1´Dq .
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Meanwhile, a borrower’s deviation payoff is given by16
v̂B ” max
d̂ďD
upqLd̂q ` up1´ d̂q “ upqLDq ` up1´Dq.
Hence, a unilateral deviation is weakly dominated (vB ě v̂B) if and only if:
upqLDq ´ u
`














Since the utility function is concave, the left-hand side is strictly smaller than u1pqLD´p1´
φqLqPLa
Bqp1 ´ φqLqPLa
B, while the right-hand side is greater than or equal to p1 ´ πqp1 ´
φqPLa
Bu1p1 ´ D ` p1 ´ φqPLa
Bq. According to the borrower’s Euler equation for bubble
holdings, (26), these two expressions above are equal to each other. Therefore, (A.15) must
hold.
Next, we derive conditions under which P ą 0 and 0 ă aB ď 1. Again, we distinguish the
case of a partially leveraged equilibrium (aB ă 1) from that of a fully leveraged equilibrium
(aB “ 1).
In the case of a partially leveraged equilibrium (aB ă 1), we need to derive conditions
under which P ą 0 and aB P p0, 1q. From our first claim, aB, P , and q are determined by
the borrower’s Euler equation for bubble holdings, (26), and the lender’s Euler equations for
lending and bubble holdings, (27) and (28), or equivalently, by (A.12), (A.13), and (A.14).
According to (A.12), for aB ą 0 to hold, it must be that P ą PU .17 Therefore, it must be
that gLpPUq ą gBpPUq, which is equivalent to φ ą φ, where φ was defined in (17). Similarly,
according to (A.12), for aB ă 1 to hold, it must be that P ă PU{φ. It follows that PU ą 0
is a necessary condition for P ą 0 in a partially leveraged equilibrium. Furthermore, for
P ă PU{φ to hold, it must be that gLpPU{φq ă gBpPU{φq, which (provided that PU ą 0) is























To sum up, P ą 0 and aB P p0, 1q if and only if PU ą 0 and φ P pφ, φq.18 Figure 2 represents
the values of φ and φ as a function of π in the φ ´ π plane.19 The two curves intersect at
16Borrowers’ credit constraint must bind, for if it did not, their unconstrained Euler equation would require
d̂ ě 1{2 ą D.
17Recall that from (14), PU “ p1´ πq{2´D.
18For PU ă 0, one can show that φ ă φ, so pφ, φq “ H, and there cannot be a partially leveraged
equilibrium.
19To generate this figure, the remaining free parameter D is fixed at D “ 0.1
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the two points pφ, πq “ p 2D
1`D
, 1 ´ 2Dq and pφ, πq “ p1, 0q, and the region where φ P pφ, φq
corresponds to the crescent between these two curves.
In the case of a fully leveraged equilibrium (aB “ 1), we need to derive conditions under
which P ą 0 and the lenders’ Euler equation for bubble holdings (28) is satisfied. Using the
lenders’ Euler equation for lending (27), the lenders’ Euler equation for bubble holdings (28)
is equivalent to q ď 1{p1´ πq, which, by (A.11), is equivalent to P ě PU{φ. Therefore, (28)
and P ą 0 are jointly satisfied if and only if fLpPU{φq ď fBpPU{φq and fLp0q ą fBp0q both
hold. fLpPU{φq ď fBpPU{φq is equivalent to φ ě φ, while fLp0q ą fBp0q is equivalent to
(29). In addition to the value of φ, Figure 2 represents the straight line where (29) holds with
equality in the φ ´ π plane. The two curves intersect at the points pφ, πq “ p 2D
1`D
, 1 ´ 2Dq,
and the region where both conditions are satisfied correspond to the shaded area above the
φ “ φ curve.
In summary, a partially leveraged bubbly equilibrium exists if and only if φ ă φ ă φ, and
a fully leveraged bubbly equilibrium exists if and only if φ ě φ and (29) holds. Combining
these results implies that a leveraged bubbly equilibrium exists if and only if φ ą φ and (29)
holds.
A.3.1 Proof of Corollary 1
i Suppose that PU ą 0, so that an unleveraged bubbly equilibrium exists for φ ď φ. Then
for φ P pφ, φq, we have a partially leveraged equilibrium (0 ă aB ă 1). In this case,
according to (A.12), for aB ą 0 to hold, it must be that PL ą PU . For φ ě φ, we
have a fully leveraged bubble (aB “ 1). In that case, using the lenders’ Euler equation
for lending (27), the lenders’ Euler equation for bubble holdings (28) is equivalent to
q ď 1{p1´πq, which, by (A.11), is equivalent to PL ě PU{φ ą PU . Hence, in either case,
PL ą PU necessarily holds.
ii It immediately follows from (i) that dL “ D ` φaBLPL ą D “ dU .

















Hence, in either case, qL ă qU necessarily holds.
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A.4 Proof of Proposition 3
Part 1. Suppose there exists a bubbly equilibrium in which the borrowers buy a positive
amount aB ą 0 of the bubbly asset. Following the proof of proposition 2, it is straightforward
to verify that in such equilibrium borrowers are credit constrained: dB “ D ` φPaB and
sB “ 0. Thus, the equilibrium payoff of borrowers is given by:
vpaBq ” u
`













Note that unlike the pooled credit case, the bond price qpdB, aB, 1q takes into account the
default risk of each individual borrower. Substituting debt pricing equation (31) yields:
qpdB, aB, 1qdB “ qrfD`p1´πqΛhφPa
B. Under the supposition of aB ą 0, the interior FOC



















On the other hand, the borrower optimization problem with respect to debt (in the risky
zone) is to choose a ě 0 and d P pD,D`φPaq to maximize u pqpd, a, 1qd´ Paq`p1´πqup1`
Pa ´ dq ` πup1 ´Dq, where the price of debt is given by qpd, a, 1qd “ p1 ´ πqΛhd ` πΛlD.

















Thus cS0 ą cS1,h and cB0 ą cB1,h, which in turns implies cB0 ` cS0 ą cB1,h ` cS1,h. Combining with
the agents’ budget constraints, we get 1´ P ą 1` P, which is a contradiction.
We now construct an unleveraged bubbly equilibrium. In this equilibrium, aB “ 0,
dB “ D, sB “ 0, while aS “ 1, dS “ 0 and sS “ D. The consumption profile of borrowers is
cB0 “ q
rfD, cB1,h “ c
B
1,l “ 1 ´D, and of savers is cS0 “ 1 ´ qrfD ´ P, cS1,h “ P `D, cS1,l “ D.
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qrf “ p1´ πqΛh ` πΛl if 0 ď di ď Dei1
p1´ πqΛh ` πΛl
Dei1
di
if Dei1 ă di ď Dei1 ` Pai
. (A.18)
The risk-free qrf and bubble price P solve the interior FOCs of savers, which give a unique
solution: qrf “ π`2D
2D
and P “ 1´π´2D
2
ą 0.
It remains to show that agents do not have an incentive to unilaterally deviate from
the equilibrium allocations. Let us start with borrowers. Suppose on the contrary that a
borrower benefits from unilaterally deviating by making a leveraged investment with some
âB ą 0. If they were to do so, their payoff (taking into account the fact that other agents















s.t. ĉB0 “ qpD ` φP â
B, âBqpD ` φP âBq ´ P âB
ĉB1,h “ 1´D ` p1´ φqP â
B
ĉB1,l “ 1´D.
Note that, unlike before, there is no pooling here and the bond price schedule qpd, aq reflects
the individual default risk. Thus, borrowers can no longer take advantage of the inelastic debt
price to make the deviation. Given the bond price schedule (A.18), ĉB0 “ qrfD´p1´φqP âB.
Under the supposition that the optimal deviation âB is positive, the FOC with respect















qrfD ´ p1´ φqP âB
1´D ` p1´ φqP âB
.
Since the ratio q
rfD´p1´φqP âB
1´D`p1´φqP âB















. Since D ă 1{2 by assumption, the
right-hand side is ă π ` 1. Thus, the inequality above yields 1
1´π
ă 1 ` π, or 1 ă 1 ´ π2,
which is a contradiction. Therefore, borrowers cannot benefit from unilaterally deviating
from the equilibrium allocation.
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Now let us consider a saver’s deviation payoff should she leverage, which is given by:
v̂S “ max













s.t. ĉS0 “ 1` qpd̂
S, âS, 0qd̂S ´ P âS ´ qrf ŝS
ĉS1,h “ ´d̂
S
` P âS ` ŝS
ĉS1,l “ ´mint0, d̂
S
u ` ŝS “ ŝS.
Again, given (A.18), the revenue from debt issuance is: qpd̂S, âS, 0qd̂S “ p1´πqΛh`πΛlD¨0 “
d̂S. Hence, ĉS0 “ 1` d̂S ´ P âS ´ qrf ŝS.
Under the supposition that the optimal deviation d̂S is positive, the FOC with respect
to borrowing must hold with equality: u1pĉS0 q “ p1´πqu1pĉS1,hq. The FOC with respect to ŝS,
which must hold with equality as ĉS1,l “ ŝS ą 0, gives: qrfu1pĉS0 q “ p1´ πqu1pĉS1,hq ` πu1pĉS1,lq.
Combining these two FOCs with the budget constraints, we get ŝS “ D and âS ´ d̂
P
“ 1,
which gives a consumption profile identical to that in equilibrium. Therefore v̂S “ vS, i.e.,
there is no profitable unilateral deviation, as desired.
Part 2. With φ “ 1, we construct a bubbly equilibrium as follows. Set aB to be an
arbitrary number in r0, 1s. Borrowers’ credit constraint is binding: dB “ D`PaB, and their
consumption profile is given by:
cB0 “ qpd
B, aBqdB ´ PaB “ qrfD
cB1,h “ 1` Pa
B
´ dB “ 1´D
cB1,l “ 1´D.
And because of market clearing conditions, lenders’ consumption profile is given by:
cS0 “ 1´ P ´ c
B
0 “ 1´ P ´ q
rfD
cS1,h “ 1` P ´ c
B
1,h “ D ` P
cS1,l “ 1´ c
B
1,l “ D.













if D ă di ď D ` Pai
.
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1´ π ´ 2D
2
ą 0.
It is straightforward to verify that this constitutes an equilibrium. Furthermore, the
equilibrium gives the exact same consumption profiles and allocations as the unleveraged
equilibrium, for any aB P r0, 1s.
B Appendix: Extensions
B.1 Bubble attached to asset with fundamental value
Unleveraged bubbly equilibrium
Assume the utility dividend from holding a units of the bubbly asset as vpaq “ εa, where
ε ě 0 is a constant. When ε “ 0, we get back to the model in the main text.
As in Section 4, the unleveraged bubbly equilibrium is characterized as follows. Only
lenders invest in the bubbly asset:
aB “ 0, aL “ 1.
The equilibrium lending and borrowing is
d “ D, l “ ´D.
The consumption profiles are given as in 11 and 10.
The FOC of the lenders with respect to lending is still given by (12). However, the FOC
of lenders with respect to the bubbly asset holding now reflects the utility dividend:
Pu1pcL0 q “ p1´ πqPu
1
pcL1,hq ` ε. (A.19)
Equations (12) and (A.19) give two equations in two unknowns P and q. We denote the
solutions by PU and qU .





where v̂pâq is defined by
v̂pâq ” upeB0 ´ p1´ φqUqPU â` qUDq ` p1´ πqupe
B
1 ` p1´ φqPU â´Dq ` πupe
B
1 ´Dq ` εâ.
For the unleveraged equilibrium to exist, the borrower must not have an incentive to deviate
from the equilibrium strategy, i.e., vB ě v̂. As v̂ is increasing in φ, this is the case if and
only if φ ď φ, where φ solves the equation vB “ v̂.
Leveraged bubbly equilibrium
Similarly, the leveraged bubbly equilibrium is characterized as follows. Let aB ą 0 be
the representative borrower’s holding of the bubbly asset. The borrowing and lending in
equilibrium are given by (20) and (A.12), the consumption profiles are given by (23) and
(25), and the delivery rate is given by (24).
The FOC of the borrowers with respect to the bubbly asset holding is now given by:
p1´ φqqu1pcB0 q “ p1´ πqp1´ φqu
1
pcB1 q ` ε. (A.20)
This is the counterpart to equation (26). The FOCs of the lenders with respect to lending
is as in equation (27), while that with respect to the bubbly asset holding is:
u1pcL0 q ě p1´ πqu
1
pcL1,hq ` ε,“ if a
L
ą 0, (A.21)
which is the counterpart of equation (28). Let PL, qL, and aBL be the solutions to the system
of the three equations above. For the allocations and prices characterized above to constitute
a leveraged bubbly equilibrium, it must be by definition that aBL ą 0. It is straightforward
to verify that the solution for aBL is strictly increasing in φ. Thus aBL ą 0 if and only if φ ą φ,
where φ is a constant. Note that when ε “ 0, the two thresholds φ and φ coincide, as shown
in the proof of Section 5.
Finally, the equilibrium payoff is





while the deviation payoff is
v̂ ” upqLDq ` up1´Dq.
For the borrower not to have the incentive to deviate from the equilibrium strategy, it must
be that vB ě v̂B. As in the proof of Proposition 2, it can be shown that this is always the
case given equilibrium prices.
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B.2 Model with investment
As in the main text, we focus on stationary equilibria. The bubbleless equilibrium is char-
acterized by:
d “ D, l “ ´d,
and investment allocations:
kB “ eB0 ` qD
kL “ eL0 ´ qD.
The equilibrium price of debt q is the solution to the FOC of the lender:
1 “ qf 1pkLq.
Let qnb denote the solution to this equation, and let kBnb and kLnb denote the corresponding
investment allocations. Note that qnb can be concisely summarized as the solution to the
equation 1 “ qf 1p1´ qDq. The closed-form expression for qnb is:
qnb “
1´ pζ ´ 2qA
2AD



















Under the parameter assumption that borrowers are credit constrained, we have kBnb ă kLnb,
i.e., borrowers invest less than lenders.
The unleveraged bubbly equilibrium is characterized by
aB “ 0, aL “ 1,
and
d “ D, l “ ´d,
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and investment allocations:
kB “ eB0 ` qD
kL “ eL0 ´ qD ´ P.
By substituting in the expressions above, the equilibrium prices q and P solve the system of
two FOCs of lenders with respect to lending and bubbly asset holding:
1 “ qf 1pkLq
Pf 1pkLq “ p1´ πqP.
Let qU and PU denote the solution to these equations. The corresponding investment allo-








p1´ πqpζ ´ 2q ` 2D
2p1´ πq














It can be shown by comparing expressions (A.24) and (A.25) with the counterpart expres-
sions (A.22) and (A.23) that fpkBU q`fpkLUq ă fpkBnbq`fpkLnbq, i.e., aggregate output is smaller
in the unleveraged bubbly equilibrium than that in the bubbleless equilibrium. Intuitively,
this is because the bubble raises the interest rate, hence making borrowing more expensive
for borrowers and reducing their ability to invest. Since the borrowers in this model are those
with the higher marginal product of capital (compared to the lenders), this effect leads to
a reduction in the aggregate output. The bubble also crowds out the aggregate investment,
as some of the total resources are invested in the bubbly asset rather in capital investment.
This is similar to the standard crowd-out effect in a standard rational bubble (e.g., Tirole,
1985).
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The leveraged bubbly equilibrium is characterized by
aL “ 1´ aB
and
d “ D ` φPaB, l “ ´d,
and investment allocations:
kB “ eB0 ` qd´ Pa
B
kL “ eL0 ´ qd´ Pa
L.
By substituting in the expressions above, the equilibrium prices q, P , and aB solve the system
of two FOCs of lenders with respect to lending and the bubbly asset holding:
1 “ qf 1pkLq
Pf 1pkLq ě p1´ πqP, “ if aL ą 0, (A.26)
and the FOC of borrowers with respect to the bubbly asset holding:
p1´ φqqPf 1pkBq “ p1´ πqp1´ φqP.
Let qL, PL, and aBL denote the solution to these three equations with three unknowns. The
corresponding investment allocations are denoted by kBL and kLL. In the case where equation











pζ ´ 1` πq. (A.28)
It can be shown by comparing expressions (A.27) and (A.28) with the counterpart expres-
sions (A.22) and (A.23) that kBL ą kBnb. In other words, the leveraged bubble increases the
investment of borrowers. Intuitively, the leveraged bubble raises the ability of borrowers to
raise funds from the credit market and hence raises their ability to invest. As borrowers
have a higher marginal product of capital, an increase in the allocation of resources from
lenders to them would help increase total output (because f is concave and because of Jensen
inequality). This is the crowd-in effect of the bubble on aggregate output in our model. The
standard crowd-out effect is also present, as some total resources are diverted away from
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productive investment and into the bubbly asset market. Which effect dominates depends
on parameters, in particular the pledgeability parameter φ. It can be shown numerically
that there exist parameters such that the crowd-in effect dominates the crowd-out effect.
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